Information Technology Solutions

HunchBuzz Idea Management
Crowdsource ideas and feedback from employees, partners and customers.

INNOVATION

 Define a challenge. Guide the discussion

Capture new solutions to

with compelling questions to get people

challenges and discover

engaged and thinking.

opportunities to improve

 Generate ideas. Collaborate across your

processes, products and

organization regardless of size, geography or

business models. Surface and

working styles — hear everyone's voice.

test the best ideas, then turn
those ideas into action.

 Evaluate and act. Let the best ideas rise to
the top — validate and transition to active
project management.

EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT
Great ideas don't just come from
management, new thinking can
come from all areas of your

Hunchbuzz is an idea management system that

FEATURES

organization. Let your employees

enables organizations to crowdsource ideas from

◼

Simple and intuitive

be heard and contribute to

employees, partners and customers. It’s used globally

◼

outcomes.

by organizations of all kinds to manage innovation

Hosted in the cloud—be up and
running in minutes

◼

Make it your own with your logo and
brand colors

◼

Rewards and achievements

◼

Rich Reporting and analytics

Identify challenges and opportunities to improve

◼

iOS and Android mobile apps

processes, products, services and business models.

◼

Single Sign-On (enterprise only)

and drive employee engagement.
C O L L AB O R AT I O N
Enable collaboration through an
intuitive idea generation and

Use HunchBuzz to capture and recognize new thinking.

evaluation process. Create
targeted challenges that reflect

Engage employees and customers in the innovation

the issues your business faces.

process and encourage collaboration to solve

PLANS

Uncover diverse perspectives

business problems. Build a repository of ideas over

We have plans to suit organization’s of all kinds

and break down organizational

time so outcomes and discussions become embedded

and every size. Contact us today to talk more

silos.

as part of your organizational memory.

and create a plan to fit your needs.

HunchBuzz Limited

The way to get good ideas is to get lots of

101 Courtenay Place
Wellington

ideas and throw the bad ones away.

New Zealand

—Linus Pauling

https://hunchbuzz.com

